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Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi

Light-weight and safe rear rack mounted child bike seat 
with a contemporary design, providing premium comfort 
for your child.

1. Light-weight yet sturdy seat combining a hard outer shell with soft 

padding for premium child comfort

2. Quick and easy mounting of the child bike seat on your bike’s rear rack

3. Maximum child comfort and a safe, custom fit thanks to the adjustable 

padded 5-point harness 

4. Very quick, easy, and convenient securing of your child with the magnetic 

childproof safety buckle

5. Provides a smooth ride for your child in the soft and shock-absorbing seat

6. Makes getting your child in and out of the seat easy thanks to  

the innovative harness design, with stand-out shoulder pads

7. Added visibility thanks to built-in reflector, which can be replaced by  

a rear light (sold separately)

8. Ensures a perfect fit as your child grows thanks to adjustable foot rests 

and foot straps

9. Easy to clean and to keep dry due to the seat’s water-repellent materials

10. Designed and tested for children from 9 months* to 6 years old, up to  

48.5 lbs/22 kg  

* Consult a pediatrician for children under 1 year old

THULE YEPP NEXXT MAXI

MODEL NUMBER EAN CODE COLOR

12080201 091021966949  Obsidian

12080202 091021351677  Momentum

12080203 091021322745  Snow White

MOQ* MODEL NUMBER MOQ* EAN CODE MOQ* TREND COLORS
12080204 091021114838  Aquamarine

12080205 091021079038  Vibrant Orange

MAX CHILD WEIGHT
22 kg/48,5 lbs

PRODUCT WEIGHT
3,0 kg/6,6 lbs**

FITS RACK DIMENSIONS WARRANTY
110 x 170 mm 5 years

CARTON DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) CARTON WEIGHT
94 x 44 x 35 cm 3,9 kg

PALLET DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) PALLET WEIGHT
100 x 120 x 225 cm 125 kg

PCS PER PALLET
30

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Rear light
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* Trend colours with minimum order quantity. Lead time 14 weeks. 
** Estimated weight.
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